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Abstract
Sixty normal dextrals Ž30 left-to-right and 30 right-to-left readers. and two left unilateral neglect patient with opposite reading habits
performed a passive line bisection task. In order to study the effect of scanning direction on performance, subjects had to stop a mark
moving on the to-be-bisected line either from the left to the right or in the opposite direction. Results showed that the position of the
subjective middle was dependent upon the scanning direction of the line for all the subjects. A leftward deviation appeared for left to right
scanning, whereas a rightward shift occurred when the mark moved from the right to the left. These results emphasize the role of
scanning direction in space organization and are discussed with respect to the explanatory hypotheses of unilateral neglect. q 1998
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Unilateral neglect is a neurological disorder clinically
characterized by the inability to perceive or orient to
stimuli presented to one side of space Žusually the left.,
despite the absence of significant sensory or motor deficit
w14,21x. Typically, when asked to indicate the middle of a
visually perceived line Ži.e., visuo-motor bisection task.,
right brain-damaged patients with left neglect tend to
transect the line to the right of the geometric midpoint w34x.
Certain studies have emphasized the role of exploration
strategies on left neglect w29,36,37x. Weintraub and Mesulam w36x, suggest that damage to the right hemisphere Žbut
not to the left., impairs search strategies and this may
contribute to the severity of the visual inattention observed
in patients with this kind of lesion. Their study revealed
that patients with left sided lesions like normal control
)
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subjects initiated the search on the left side of the page and
spontaneously adopted a systematic search pattern even
with an unstructured array. In contrast, patients with right
cerebral lesions typically began on the right side of the
page and searched erratically, particularly when the stimulus array was unstructured Žsee also Refs. w2,16x.. The
‘right bias’ observed in bisection tasks among left-neglect
patients, may be reduced by visual w30,33x or spatio-motor
cueing w17,31x but also by manipulating scanning direction.
Reuter-Lorenz and Posner w29x, showed that the rightward transection observed among right-damaged patients
with neglect decreased in a passive visuo-motor bisection
task, when the experimentor moved a pen along the line
from left to right as opposed to the right-to-left condition,
which increased the amount of rightward shift. This effect
of scanning direction on passive line bisection was replicated by Mattingley et al. w24x among normal subjects and
left neglect patients.
In the same way, the study of Halligan and Marshall
w20x revealed an effect of the starting position and in this
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way of the scanning direction on line bisection performed
with computerised visual display unit.
In fact, Halligan et al. w18x maintain that bisection is
dependent upon the ‘attentional’ direction to approach the
midpoint; they hypothesize that left neglect patients approach the midpoint from the right and stop short of the
true midpoint by a value corresponding to their Žpathologically increased. Weber fraction.
The use of bisection protocols with normal subjects has
made obvious an asymmetric perception of space, with a
tendency to place the subjective middle to the left of the
objective middle when the subject is asked to estimate the
centre of a line w6,7,23,26x or a rod w5–7,11,32x. The
position of the subjective middle during visuo-motor or
tactilo-kinesthetic bisection tasks seems sensitive to various parameters, including the laterality of the subject w32x,
the hand used w11,32x, gravitational coordinates w6x and the
direction of gaze w11x.
Two recent studies w10,12x demonstrated that the estimation of the subjective middle during a classical visuomotor task may depend on the subject’s reading habits.
Left-to-right readers ŽFrench normal subjects. deviated to
the left of the objective middle, whereas right-to-left readers ŽIsraeli subjects. deviated to the right. This effect of
reading habits on normal subjects’ performance was also
found in a line extension task, where the subject had to
construct either the right half of a line from the left given
half line or the reverse w9x. Whereas left-to-right readers
significantly underconstructed the left half from the right
given one, right-to-left readers exhibited no significant bias
during this task. Interestingly, when two left neglect patients with opposite reading habits were studied with the
same paradigm, they did not show a different pattern from
each other, both underconstructing the right half from the
left given half and overconstructing the left half from the
right given one w9x, thus confirming previous results in that
they reproduced the usual rightward bias in the line extension task w3,4x. Note also that, in a straight-ahead pointing
task, the position of the subjective straight ahead was
dependent upon the motor direction in both normal and
neglect subjects w8,13x.
Thus, these findings supported the idea that acquired
directional trends like reading habits may affect subjects’
performance in visuo-spatial tasks w1x.
The aim of the present study was to investigate how an
imposed scanning direction can play a role on space
perception among normal dextrals and neglect patients
with opposite reading habits. In other words, is it possible
to change the perception of the subjective middle of a
normal subject by changing the scanning direction of the
line? We employed a passive visuo-motor bisection task,
with exploration of the line from left to right or from right
to left in 60 normal dextrals with opposite reading habits
Ž30 left-to-right readers and 30 right-to-left readers. and in
two left unilateral neglect patients with opposite reading
habits.

On the basis of the previously reviewed findings, we
expected that an imposed scanning direction from left to
right or from right to left may have had an effect on the
perception of the subjective middle by normal and neglect
subjects.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects
Thirty right handed normal French subjects reading
from left-to-right Ž8 men, 22 women., average age 22.8
Žfrom 18.5 to 29.3. and 30 normal Israeli dextrals Ž15
women, 15 men, ranging from 20.7 to 28.3 years with an
average age of 23.2 years. volunteers to participate in the
study. None of the subjects was bilingual. Laterality was
assessed by using the Delatollas et al.’s questionnaire w15x.
Two left neglect patients exempt from visual fields
defect consented to participate in this study. Both had
lesions involving the right parietal lobe.
Patient 1 was a 70-year-old French man, left-to-right
reader, who had undergone a vascular infarct in the right
middle cerebral artery area 2 months before. CT scan
showed a lesion centered on the right parieto-occipital
carrefour. He was affected by a severe left hemiplegia and
somatosensory deficit.
Patient 2 was a 46-year-old Israeli man, right-to-left
reader, suffering from left unilateral neglect after a right
parietal lesion consecutive to a CVA 4 months before
experimental testing.
CT-scan showed a right temporo-parietal lesion. Both
patients had; left neglect was assessed through a series of
tasks, including crossing-out line segments, bisection,
drawing and writing.

Fig. 1. Effect of scanning direction on deviation in line bisection.

Left-to-right scanning

French normals
Israeli normals

Right-to-left scanning

5 cm

15 cm

20 cm

Mean

5 cm

15 cm

20 cm

Mean

y0.13 Ž"0.17.
y0.20 Ž"0.11.

y0.24 Ž"0.28.
y0.46 Ž"0.27.

y0.30 Ž"0.31.
y0.62 Ž"0.36.

y0.22 Ž"0.22.
y0.43 Ž"0.21.

q0.04 Ž"0.12.
q0.19 Ž"0.10.

q1.49 Ž"0.26.
q2.86 Ž"0.30.

q1.18 Ž"0.23.
3.23 Ž"0.37.

q0.77 Ž"0.27.
q2.48 Ž"0.34.

y: Leftward deviation; q: rightward deviation.

Table 2
Passive visuo-motor bisection and scanning direction: French and Israeli Left neglect patients Ž ns 2.. Constant errors Žcm. "1 standard deviation
Left-to-right scanning

French left neglect patient
Israeli left neglect patient

Right-to-left scanning

5 cm

15 cm

20 cm

Mean

5 cm

15 cm

20 cm

Mean

y0.90 Ž"0.32.
y1.31 Ž"0.19.

y0.49 Ž"0.31.
y4.29 Ž"0.29.

y0.88 Ž"0.31.
y4.43 Ž"0.46.

y0.75 Ž"0.35.
y3.34 Ž"0.43.

q0.04 Ž"0.21.
q1.35 Ž"0.16.

q0.03 Ž"0.26.
q0.21 Ž"0.17.

q0.13 Ž"0.23.
q0.24 Ž"0.26.

q0.07 Ž0.16.
q0.22 Ž"0.15.

y: Leftward deviation; q: rightward deviation.
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Table 1
Passive visuo-motor bisection and scanning direction: normal subjects Ž ns60.. Constant errors Žcm.; "1 standard deviation
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2.2. Stimuli

3.2. Normal israeli subjects

One-millimeter wide horizontal lines were presented on
a computer screen. Three line lengths were used: 5, 15 and
20 cm. Eight samples were presented for each line length.
The lines were centered horizontally and vertically on the
screen.

A repeated measures ANOVA with sex, scanning direction, and length line as factors revealed a significant effect
of the scanning direction on the position of the subjective
middle Ž F1 – 27 s 19,7; p - 0.005.. Again, left-to-right
scanning revealed a significant leftward deviation of the
subjective middle Ž m s y0.43 cm; t 29 s ; p - 0.005.,
while right-to-left scanning entailed a significant rightward
deviation Ž m s q0.21; t 29 s 7.9; p - 0.05. ŽTable 1..

2.3. Procedure
The subject was seated at 57 cm from the screen, his
sagittal middle corresponding to the midsection of the
screen. Each line appeared individually on the screen, with
a 1-cm vertical mark either at its left or at its right end.
The subject was told that the mark could move from one
extremity to the other and that he or she had to stop it as
soon as it crossed the middle of the line. The displacement
of the mark was about 2 cmrs so as not to restrict the
visual exploration Žsame speed as in Ref. w24x.. If the
subject had not stopped the mark when it had reached the
end of the line, the mark went back automatically to the
starting point, at the left end for left-to-right scan, or at the
right end for right-to-left scan. The task was to start the
displacement by pressing a key and to stop it by pressing
the same key at the point estimated by the subject as being
the middle. All subjects used their right hand. One block
of 24 trials for each scanning direction was administered.
The order of presentation of the blocks was counterbalanced among the subjects. The order of presentation of
lines was randomized as concerns line length.
The errors were noted to the nearest millimetre and
carried a plus if the bisection was to the right of the
objective middle and a minus if the bisection was to the
left of the objective middle.

3.3. French left neglect patient
Scanning the line from right to left induced a rightward
bias Ž m s q0.77 cm. in this patient whilst scanning from
left to right reversed the deviation, i.e., induced a leftward
deviation Ž m s y0.75 cm., Žsee Table 2.. Separate analysis for each line length revealed that the shortest line Ž5
cm. was always bisected to the left of the objective middle
ŽTable 2., whatever the scanning direction. For the other
lines Ž15 and 20 cm., the leftward deviation for left-to-right
scanning and the rightward deviation for right-to-left scanning, increased with the line length ŽTable 2..
3.4. Israeli left neglect patient
When scanning from right to left, the usual rightward
deviation is recorded Ž m s q2.48. Žtable.. By contrast,
scanning the line from left-to-right produced a reversed
pattern with a strong leftward deviation Ž m s y3.34. ŽTable 2..
For left-to-right scanning, the longer was the line the
more leftward was the deviation of the subjective middle;
similarly, for right-to-left scanning, the longer were the
lines, the leftward was the bisection ŽTable 2..

3. Results

4. Discussion

Fig. 1 reports mean deviations for all subjects and
conditions.

Our results revealed that in normal subjects, irrespective
of their being left-to-right or right-to-left readers, the scanning direction of a line determines the position of the
subjective middle. Scanning the line from the left to the
right induced a leftward deviation while scanning it from
the right to the left induced a rightward deviation.
Interestingly, left neglect patients behaved qualitatively
in the same way as normal subjects. Independent of their
reading habits, the side of their bisection could be reversed
by changing the direction of the scanning direction. Similarly to previously described cases w34x, their rightward
deviation is about ten times larger than the one of normal
subjects in the right-to-left scanning direction. But the
interesting point is that this pattern occurred toward the
left when scanning from left-to-right. This finding will be
discussed in the second part of the discussion.
Our findings in normal subjects confirm previous results w9,10,12x, emphasizing the effect of scanning direc-

3.1. Normal french subjects
A repeated measures ANOVA with sex, scanning direction, and length line as factors revealed a significant effect
of the scanning direction on the position of the subjective
middle Ž F1 – 27 s 43,38; p - 0.005.. In fact, subjects transected the line to the left of the objective middle when
scanned from left to right Ž m s y0.22 cm; t 29 s 5.47;
p - 0.005., and to the right of the objective middle when
scanning from right to left Ž m s q0.07; t 29 s 2.39; p 0.05. ŽTable 1.. An interaction effect between length and
scanning direction occurred Ž F2 – 54 s 8,81; p - 0.005., in
the form of an increased error for longer lines, with
leftward deviation for left to right scan and rightward
deviation for right to left scan ŽTable 1..
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tion on active line bisection and line extension. If an
imposed scanning direction may influence the perception
of the subjective middle in line bisection, as it is the case
in the present study, one can imagine that strong acquired
directional trends like reading habits play an important role
in shaping the visual space. These results confirm also
previous findings concerning the effect of motor direction
in straight-ahead pointing w8,13x.
Using a line bisection task in left neglect patients,
Halligan and Marshall w19x found a leftward deviation for
the smallest lines, whatever the starting position of the
hand. Our results showing a systematic leftward bisection
for the 5-cm line, in the right-to-left scanning condition
and even more so in the left-to-right scanning condition,
are consistent with these data. It remains unclear why this
phenomenon does not appear in normal subjects, but only
in neglect patients. The present results underline the fact
that when the hand motor component is minimized in line
bisection, the position of the subjective middle is dependent upon the scanning direction. In fact, these results are
quite similar to those of Halligan et al. w18x, who showed
that in line bisection, the right starting position of the hand
Žand in this way a right-to-left approach to the middle., is
likely to produce a right neglect behavior Ži.e., a rightward
bisection., while a left starting position of the hand, and in
this way a left-to-right scanning direction of the line, is
likely to produce a right neglect behavior Ži.e., a leftward
bisection.. It must be noticed that here too, the two left
neglect patients did not show an improvement of their
bisection when scanning the line from left-to-right instead
of scanning it from right-to-left, but, as in normal subjects,
opposite exploratory strategies produced opposite patterns
of line bisection. It is tempting to relate the above mentioned results and the present ones to the recent paper of
Bisiach et al. w3x. These authors discussed the positive
effect of opto-kinetic stimulation ŽOKS. on left neglect
behaviour. It is known that an OKS such as a large moving
background produces a nystagmus with a slow phase
coherent with movement and a quick phase going back to
the initial fixation. This reflex keeps constant the retinal
image when the body moves in the external space. Several
authors have shown that leftward OKS may reduce extrapersonal or personal signs of left neglect w22,27,35x. Bisiach
et al. w3x wonder if this transient improvement is due to a
temporary rectification of the representational medium or
to a modulation of attentional processes within the disordered medium. This question was addressed by asking
RBD patients with and without left neglect to execute a
modified line bisection task during leftward or rightward
OKS. When required to set the endpoints of an imaginary
horizontal line of a given length on the basis of its
midpoint pointed on a sheet of paper, left neglect patients
most frequently misplaced endpoints leftwards Ži.e., reproducing the usual rightward deviation of the subjective
middle found in line bisection.. When the task was executed during leftward OKS Žknown to temporarily improve
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left neglect., the disproportion increased instead of vanishing. Bisiach et al. w3x thus proposed that manipulations
such as OKS may remove neglect without normalizing the
representational medium itself. In a similar way, our leftto-right scanning condition induced a pathological leftward
deviation of the subjective middle in neglect patients, thus
reversing their left neglect behavior without reducing it.
Mattingley et al. w25x also demonstrated that the left neglect patients’ rightward deviation in line bisection could
be reversed by left side cues, whether visible or invisible.
This result, in turn, suggests that the effect of cuing
procedures Žsee Ref. w30x. could be explained by the
scanning pattern induced by the side of the cue, which
could become the starting point of the visual exploration of
the stimulus.
Following this line of reasoning, the scanning direction
in line bisection might interact with overt andror covert
orienting of attention w28x, which are able to act upon
spatial bias in neglect. This is to say that scanning direction might be crucial in determining the amount of neglect
signs in brain-damaged patients. In addition it has to be
noted that no current hypothesis of neglect is up to explain
this effect of scanning direction on neglect signs. Our
results suggest that these scanning-related effects are not
specific to neglect patients but can also determine the
perceptual organization of space in normal subjects. Further studies on normals and brain-damaged patients with
opposite reading habits are needed to disentangle the effect
of hemispheric laterality from those of environmental factors on the occurrence of lateral biases in space.
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